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for user registration to occur.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 76
What file contains the configuration information for multiple LDAP servers?

A. wim-ldap-fed.xml
B. wimconfig.xml
C. wimconfig.xsd
D. wim-policy.xml

Answer: B

QUESTION: 77
Which one of the following tasks is not required when configuring aproperty extension
database in a single-server environment?

A. Run the ConfigEngine.bat wp-la-install-ear -DWasPassword=password.
B.
Run
ConfigEngine.bat
wp-prep-vmm-db-secured-environment
DWasPassword=password.
C. Set the data source parameters inwp_add_LA.properties.
D. Set the DbDriver and DbLibrary parameters using wkplc_dbtype.properties.

-

Answer: B

QUESTION: 78
What are two of the considerations Todd should take when planing for SSO between the
IBM WebSphere Portal server and the IBM Lotus Domino server?

A. All servers participating in single sign-on must be in the same Internet domain.
B. To enable single sign-on, Todd must enable the IBM LTPA capabilities included in both
IBM WebSphere Application Server and the Lotus Domino server.
C. No additional configuration is needed if WebSphere Portal server is configured for
multiple realms.
D. To enable single sign-on across multiple Lotus Domino domains, regenerate the
WebSphere LTPA token for each of the Lotus Domino domains.
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Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 79
All of the following statements are true regarding external authorization, except?

A. Private pages cannot be externalized.
B. When administrators use the Resource Permissions portlet to externalize or internalize
access control for aresource, access control for all of its public child resources moves with
it.
C. When administrators use the XML configuration interface (xmlaccess) to externalize or
internalize access control for a resource, access control for all of its public child resources
moves with it.
D. If a user inherits access to a resource from a parent resource, the user will lose the
inherited access when the resource is externalized.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 80
Which of the following statements about setting wires on an IBMWebSphere Portal page is
correct?

A. A wire can only be created from one portlet to another portlet on the same page.
B. A page can have source and target portlets wires configured automatically.
C. Wires can be created between a source JSR 168 portlet and a target legacy IBM API
portlet.
D. Wires can be either public (available to all users) or private (available to a single user).

Answer: D

QUESTION: 81
Choose the two items that correctly describe Cooperative Portlets.

A. Cooperative portlets communicate by using properties that are produced and consumed
by portlet actions.
B. An administrator can use cooperative portlet support with either IBM, JSR 168, or JSR
286 portlets.
C. JSR 286 portlets require an additional WSDL deployment descriptor which defines
portlet actions.
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D. Cooperative portlets represent
communication between portlets.

an

IBM-specific

API

for

publish/subscribe

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 82
When files are copied to the IBM WebSphere Portal server via the WebDAV interface,
whereare the files permanently stored?

A. WebSphere Portal JCR database
B. WebDAV resource provider
C. Deployment Manager
D. wp_profile on the file system

Answer: A

QUESTION: 83
IBM WebSphere Portal 8.0 Personalization sends published rules across HTTPto a servlet
which resides on each personalization server. Which of the following statement is not a
supported configuration?

A. Host and Target Systems in a clustered environment
B. Host and Target Systems on IPv6 protocol
C. Host and Target Systems connected to different LDAP's
D. Host and Target Systems on different network segments (VLAN)

Answer: C

QUESTION: 84
Cooper is trying to configure a search collection for a portal in a clustered environment.
Where should he put the search collection whenthe Search server is a separate server.

A. The search collection should be copied on each IBM WebSphere Portal node.
B. The search collection should be setup on the search server.
C. The search collection resides in the database in version 8.0.
D. The search collection cannot be located on a shared file system.
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 85
When using the branding capabilities of IBM WebSphere Portal, what best defines Themes
optimization?

A. Themes optimization requires a monolithic design to achieve theflexibility that allows
administrators to achieve better performance.
B. Theme optimization uses modules and profiles to achieve the flexibility that allows
administrators to achieve better performance.
C. Theme optimization uses modules and monolithicdesign to achieve the flexibility that
allows administrators to achieve better performance.
D. Theme optimization uses CSS to achieve the flexibility that allows administrators to
achieve better performance.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 86
What mechanism canbe used to analyze the data for user behavior in IBM WebSphere
Portal?

A. The collected data can be sent to Active Site Analytics service for analysis.
B. The data can be viewed through the Analysis portlet in the WebSphere Portal
administrative console.
C. The data can be viewed and analyzed through the Analysis portlet in the WebSphere
Portal administrative console.
D. The collected data can be viewed using the Analysis servlet in the IBM WebSphere
Integrated Solutions console

Answer: A

QUESTION: 87
Which of the following options is true of VMware technology with IBM WebSphere Portal
8.0?

A. VMware can be used to mass-replicate identical operating systems installed and
configured with WebSphere Portal.
B. VMware can be replicated with WebSpherePortal with multiple profiles.
C. WebSphere Portal cloning is not supported with VMware.
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D. VMware cannot be used to mass-replicate identical images because WebSphere Portal is
tied to the host name.

Answer: A
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